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A Dirichlet series associated with a positive definite form of degree 6 in n 
variables is defined by 
DF@, P, cd = c F@)-’ e(p@) + <% a>), 
&Z”-(O) 
wherepoQ,aoQ”, <n,y>=xly,+~~*+x,y,,e(a)==exp(2~ia)fora~[W, 
and s = D + ti is a complex number. The author proves that: (1) Dp(s, p, a) 
has analytic continuation into the whole s-plane, (2) D&, p, a), p # 0, is a 
meromorphic function with at most a simple pole at s = n/8. The residue at 
s = n/8 is given explicitly. (3) p = 0, a $i2n, D&, 0, a) is analytic for o( > n/ 
(6 - 1). 
1. Let F(X) = F(X 1 ,..., x,) be a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree 6 with integer coefficients such that F(x) > 0 for all nonzero 
x = (Xl ,...) x,) E R”. For any real number p and 01 = ((or ,..., a,) E I%“, 
we shall consider the Dirichlet series of the following type: 
where (x, y) = xi yl + a*- + x, y, , e(u) = exp(24z) for a E R and 
s = u + ti is a complex number. 
From [I]‘, we know that D&, p, a) converges absolutely and uniformly 
for u > u. = n/6. Particularly, when (p, 01~ ,..., a,) E Zn+l, it is proved in 
[I] that D,(s, p, a) possesses an analytic continuation into the whole 
s-plane. In this paper, we shall treat two further cases by two different 
methods. Without loss of generality, we may assume 0 < p < 1, 0 < 
OL, < 1 for t = I,..., n, and one of the at’s is nonzero. 
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THEOREM. (a) If p and all 0~~‘s are rational numbers, then Dr(s, p, CX) 
can be continued analytically into the whole s-plane as a meromorphic 
function with at most a simple pole at s = o,, with residue 
where dx = dx, dx, * * * dx, and G&I, a) is the generalized Gaussian sum 
defined in Section 3 of this paper. 
(b) If p = 0, then Dr(s, 0, CX) can be continued analytically into the 
half-plane CT > (n - I)/6 as a hoIomorphic function. 
2. Let 4(x) E S([w”), the Schwartz space on R”, and &a$, be 
the Fourier Transform of 4(x) i.e., 
&Y> = JRfi 4(x) 4-(x, Y>) dx. 
It is known that r&x) is also a Schwartz function. 
The following formula is the so-called Poisson summation formula: 
yzs 9% + Y) = IIn &Y) 4(x7 Y)). (1) 
The theta function of degree 8 is defined by 
OF., = C expPi(+W + (01, Y))). 
YEP 
It is easy to see that e,,,(7) is holomorphic for T E H = {a + bi E C, b > 0}, 
the upper half-plane. 
Put 
~F(s, p, 4 = CW” &J DF(s, p, 4. 
The following lemma can be proved by using the Mellin transform. 
LEMMA 1. For Re(s) = u > q, , t > 0, we have 
~F(s, p, 4 = Jm PF,,(P + ti) - 11 ts-l dt, 
0 
flr,,(p + ti) - 1 = & LymT g&, p, a) t-* ds. 
3. For rational numbers p and ~yc , 8 = l,..., n, let q be the integer 
such that qp and all qcu, are integers. We define the generalized Gaussian 
sum by 
G.,(P) = c c expCWpF(O + (01, 5))). 
caz/m” 
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This finite sum depends on the choice of q. Actually, it is easy to prove 
that the sum is independent of the choice of q. 
LEMMA 2. For t > 0, we have 
OF,& + ti) = fuoGF,Jp) jRa exp(-2~f’W) d.x 
x jma exp( -2&‘(x)) e( - (x, t -l/sq-lT)) dx] . 
Proof. For y E Zn, we write y = 5 + qv when 5 = (tl ,..., [,), 0 < 
& < q and 7 E iz”. Then F(y) = F(t) + Mq, A4 being an integer which 
depends only on 5 and 7. Hence, for T = p + ti, 
4+(y) + (a, y)) = e(pl”(S> + (01, 0) 4jFW). 
Thus, 
~F,,(T> = 1 
Ewz/m” 
e(pF(O + (01, 5)) v& eW(t + 44). 
Put #(x) = e(itF([ + qx)) E S(R”) for each t > 0 and 5. Then 
&Y) = lRn exp(--2~tJ’(f + 4x1 * e(-0, y>) dx. 
From (1) and changing variables by .$ + qx -+ t-l/*x, we shall obtain 
Lemma 2. 
4. We shall prove part (a) of the theorem. By Lemma 1, we may 
write 
gF(s, p, a) = 1’ [S,,Jp + ti) - 11 t--l dt + jrn [e,,,(, + ti) - I] ts-l dt. 
0 1 
First, we shall show that I,(s) = Jr (e,,,(p + ti) - 1) ts-l dt is an entire 
function of s. To prove this, it is enough to show that for any real number 
k, I,(s) converges absolutely and uniformly for u < k. 
Let N(n) = {y E iz”; F(y) = n} and b, = &N(n) e((r, a) + pn). Then 
D&s, p, a) = 5 b,n-s. 
?L=l 
Since D,(s, p, a) converges absolutely for 0 > o. , we see that [ 6, / < 
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Ant for some A > 0 and c > u,, . For u > 0 and any integer N, we have 
N! exp(u) > #. Putting N > max(k, c + I), we obtain, for t > 0, 
) OF,& + ti) - 1 1 t-l < A f rzc * exp(--2&r) tk-l 
PZ=l 
< A(N!)(~?T)-~ tk-N-l f n-(N-o) . 
?l=l 
It is clear to see that Z,(s) converges absolutely and uniformly for (T < k. 
Since k can be arbitrarily large (k + co), we obtain that Z,(s) is an entire 
function. 
Let, for u > u0 , 
z(s) = 1’ (e,,(p + ti) - 1) ts-l dt 
0 
1 
= 
s 0 
19,,,(p + ti) P-l dt - f . 
By Lemma 2, we get 
Z,(s) = j’ O,,,(p + ti) ts-l dt 
0 
=s o1 GF,,(p) ts-“o-1 f w” exp( -27+‘(x)) dx dt + Z&) 
= & GA4 In exp(--2nF(x)) dx + Z&), 
where 
Z,(s) = J’ [P C 
0 PE(z/gz)” 
IRS exp(-27rF(x)) e(-(x, t-l/sq-lq)) dx] ts-“o-l dt. 
Thus, it is enough to show that Z,(s) is an entire function. Namely, we 
only need to show that Z,(s) converges absolutely and uniformly for 
(r > k, k being any negative real number. 
Put Y(x) = exp(--2?rF(x)) E S(R”). Since Y(x) E S(W), we shall see 
that for any positive integer N there is a positive constant B depending 
on N and V such that ) y 12N 1 Y(u)1 < B for all y E W and 1 y 1 = (y, y) 
1 In exp(--2rF(x) e(-(x, t-1/8q-1+) dx 1 = 1 p(t-l/%prl)l 
< WN16q2N \ rl )--2N. 
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We choose N such that N > max((l/2)(u0 - k)6, (1/2)n) 
The sum on the left side is the Epstein Zeta function which converges 
for N > (1/2)n. It follows that Z&) is an entire function. 
What we have proved is the following: for u > u. , 
where Z,(S) and Z,(S) are entire functions. Part (a) of the theorem will 
follow from the above formula. 
5. We shall prove part (b) of the theorem.2 We may, without loss 
of generality, suppose that 0 < 0~~ < 1 and denote 2 = (xp ,..., x,) E Rn-l 
for x = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,) E IF!“. 
For (J > 0, , we write DF@, 0, a) in the following way. 
The first sum in (2) converges absolutely and uniformly for u > l/6 
(see [I]). Hence it defines a holomorphic function of s for u > l/S. The 
second sum in (2) again defines a holomorphic function for u > n/6. To 
obtain the analytic continuation in a large plane, we shall show that the 
second series converge uniformly when s lies in a compact set in the half- 
plane u > (n - 1)/S. 
Let us define, for any integer m, C, = e(m)/(l - e(al)). Then e(mq) = 
C m+1 - C, . Moreover, / C, 1 = / 1 - e(a,)l-l = K, . We also observe 
that there are positive constants K3 and K such that K-l / x I8 < 
I F(x)1 < K3 / x I6 and i(a/&)F(x)l d K, I x 18-l. 
Now, the second series in (2) is majorized by 
= ,F4 et<% 7)) C (Cm+1 - Cm) r;(m, 7)-” 
msz 
= ,$+. et<& 3) c G+dF(m, W - FGn + 1, P)-9. 
mcz 
* The case for n = 8 = 2 appears in [2]. 
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Furthermore, 
I F(m, $” - r;(m + 1,7)-” I 
= 1 --s j-I+’ F(t, 7)+-l ; F(t, 7) df j 
< I s I s”” K l(t, jj)I-8(0+1) KS I(r, y))I”-’ dt 
m 
zz 1 s 1 KK, 1”” (t2 + y; + *-* + yn2)-1/2(80+1) dt. 
m 
Thus, after changing the variable by t + t 1 7 1, the second series in (2) 
is majorized by 
I s 1 KK,K, c j-a (t2 + y22 + a.* + y,2)-1/21do+1) dt 
IVIZO --co 
zzz 2 I s I KK,K, c I 7 I--6a/m (1 + t2)-1/2(80+1) dt. 
IPI+ 0 
Since the above integral converges for u > l/6, we see that it has the 
majorant K4 CIVizo I 7 /--8U, where K4 depends only on 01, F, and the com- 
pact set in which s lies. 
We observe that the series D&s, 0, CX) summed in this particular manner 
converges uniformly when s lies in a compact set in the half-plane 
u > (n - 1)/S. By Weierstrass’ theorem, it provides the necessary analytic 
continuation into this large half-plane. 
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